Abstract. Gödel's theory T can be understood as a theory of the simplytyped lambda calculus that is extended to include the constant 0 N , the successor function S + , and the operator Rτ for primitive recursion on objects of type τ . It is known that the functions from non-negative integers to non-negative integers that can be defined in this theory are exactly the < ε 0 -recursive functions of non-negative integers. As an extension to this result, we show that when the domain and codomain are restricted to pure closed normal forms, the functionals of arbitrary type that are definable in T can be encoded as <ε 0 -recursive functions.
Introduction
For the formalization of his Dialectica interpretation of intuitionistic arithmetic, Gödel [8] introduced the theory T . It was later shown [6, 10, 11] that T can be formalized as an extension of the simply-typed lambda calculus. 1 In this formalization, the terms of the theory T are simply-typed lambda terms with ground type N, extended to include the constants 0 , and R τ →(τ →N→τ )→N→τ τ for each type τ . We use superscripts to denote the types of terms, freely omitting the superscript when the type can be deduced from the term's context or when the type is unimportant. The formulas of T are equations between terms, with formulas of the following forms taken as axioms for each type τ R τ A B 0 N = A R τ A B (S + C) = B (R τ A B C) C where A, B, and C are metavariables for terms of types τ , τ → N → τ , and N, respectively. The rules of inference of T are the rules of βη-conversion and the rules of substitution of equality.
2 For any terms A and B in the language of T , we write T ⊢ A = B to denote that the equation A = B is provable in T . We say that a Date: 14 February 2011. 1 Readers unfamiliar with the simply-typed lambda calculus should consult reference [2] . 2 An alternative formalization of T extends the simply-typed lambda calculus to include the term is a βηT -normal form if and only if that term is a βη-normal form which, for each type τ , contains no subterms of the form R τ A B 0 N or R τ A B (S + C). Since T has the Church-Rosser property and is strongly normalizing [2, 4] , T ⊢ A = B if and only if A and B have the same βηT -normal forms.
3
The closed terms of type N in the language of T are called numerals. Each numeral has a βηT -normal form
where the successor function S + is applied n many times to 0 N , and we abbreviate any such term as n.
A function f from closed βηT -normal forms of types σ 1 , σ 2 , . . . , σ n to closed βηT -normal forms of type τ is said to be defined by a closed term F σ1→σ2→···→σn→τ in the language of T if and only if
is true. For example, because the constant R N denotes the operation of primitive recursion, every primitive recursive function of non-negative integers can be defined in T , using the numerals n to represent the non-negative integers n. Indeed, it has been shown [12, 13, 17] that the closed terms of type N → N → · · · → N in the language of T define exactly the <ε 0 -recursive functions of non-negative integers. In Section 6 we will show that when the βηT -normal forms of types σ and τ are restricted to be pure closed βη-normal forms (that is, closed normal forms that do not contain any of the constants), then each functional of type σ → τ that can be defined in Gödel's theory T can be encoded as a <ε 0 -recursive function of non-negative integers. This result can naturally be extended to functionals of more than one argument.
where
That is, higher-type primitive recursion (as characterized by Rτ ) is equivalent to higher-type iteration (as characterized by Iterτ ) in the context of the simply-typed lambda calculus with βη-conversion. See Section 3 for a discussion of the terms D 0,τ,N , D 1,τ,N , and D 2,τ,N . 3 Gödel did not clearly define equality between higher-type terms in T . He only required that equality "be understood as intensional or definitional equality" [9] . Most formalizations of T in the simply-typed lambda calculus take equality to mean βT -equality, omitting η-conversion as a rule of inference. But we require βηT -equality for Curry's pairing function in Section 3 and for Statman's Type-Reducibility Theorem in Section 5. This formalization of T is not uncommon (see references [3, 2] , for example). A survey of several other commonly-used formalizations of equality in T is contained in reference [1] .
Examples of Primitive Recursion in T
Every primitive recursive function can be defined in T . For example, addition, multiplication, and predecessor are defined as follows.
We write A+B and A×B as abbreviations for Add A B and Mult A B, respectively. We define
and we write A − · B as an abbreviation for Monus A B. Note that for all nonnegative integers m and n, if m ≥ n then
We write |A − B| as an abbreviation for (A − · B) + (B − · A). The conditional function is defined as
For each non-negative integer n, if n = 0 then
Alternatively, if n = 0 then
Functionals can also be defined by primitive recursion. For example, the summation functional is defined by
It is common practice to write n i=0 F i as an abbreviation for Sum n F , where i is a dummy variable. Similarly, a functional for bounded maximization is defined by
Note that for each closed term F N→N in the language of T and for each non-negative integer n, if m is the largest non-negative integer less than or equal to n such that T ⊢ F m = 0, then
Division can be defined in terms of bounded maximization.
We write ⌊A/B⌋ as an abbreviation for Div A B.
Pairs and Finite Sequences of Terms
A variant of Cantor's pairing function [5] can be defined as follows
We write A, B as an abbreviation for P 0 A B. For each non-negative integer n there is exactly one pair of non-negative integers m 1 and m 2 such that
And since 2m 1 ≤ m 1 (m 1 + 3) and 2m 2 ≤ m 2 (m 2 + 1) for all non-negative integers m 1 and m 2 , it follows from the definition of P 0 that m 1 ≤ n and m 2 ≤ n. (In fact, if m 1 = 0 then m 1 < n and m 2 < n.) Therefore, if we define
for each pair of non-negative integers m 1 and m 2 . Now, note that for each type τ there is a non-negative integer n and there are types 
Reference [3] provides explicit definitions for these terms. D 0,σ,τ is commonly known as Curry's pairing function. We write {A 
We write A 
Enumerating Pure Closed βη-Normal Forms
Let F A denote the set of free variables in the term A.
τ is a pure βη-normal form, then one of the following three conditions must hold.
(
, where τ = σ 1 → σ 2 and B is a pure βη-normal form with free variables in the set {V } ∪ F A .
where V is a member of F A and B n , B n−1 , . . . , B 1 are pure βη-normal forms with free variables in the set F A .
Proof. Any pure term A τ must either be a variable, be of the form λV σ1 . B σ2 with τ = σ 1 → σ 2 , or be of the form C for some positive integer n, where V is a variable. Condition 3 immediately follows.
For each non-negative integer d, let S A,d denote the set of subterms of depth d in A. That is, define S A,0 to be the singleton set that contains only the term A, and for each non-negative integer d define B ∈ S A,d+1 if and only if S A,d contains a term of the form λV. B, B C, or C B. The set
is the set of all subterms of A.
Similarly, if τ = N then define σ to be a subtype of τ if and only if σ = N. Otherwise, if τ = τ 1 → τ 2 then define σ to be a subtype of τ if and only if σ is a subtype of τ 1 , σ is a subtype of τ 2 , or σ = τ .
Lemma 4.2. If B
σ is a subterm of a pure closed βη-normal form A τ , then σ is a subtype of τ and the type of each free variable in B is a subtype of τ .
Proof. The proof is by induction on the depth of each subterm B in A. Suppose that A τ is a pure closed βη-normal form. As the base case, note that if B σ = A τ then σ = τ is a subtype of τ and B has no free variables because A is closed. As the inductive hypothesis, suppose that B σ is a subterm of A τ with σ a subtype of τ and with the type of each member of F B a subtype of τ . Since A is a pure βη-normal form, B is a pure βη-normal form and B satisfies one of the three conditions in Lemma 4.
where V σn→σn−1→···→σ1→σ is a variable. But because V is a free variable of B, it follows from the inductive hypothesis that σ n → σ n−1 → · · · → σ 1 → σ is a subtype of τ , as are σ 1 and σ 1 → σ. Hence, the type of C 1 is a subtype of τ , as is the type of the subterm V C n C n−1 · · · C 2 . Of course, the free variables of these subterms are members of F B , so the types of the free variables in these subterms are subtypes of τ . Now, let A τ be a pure closed βη-normal form and assume, without loss of generality, that any two distinct occurrences of λ in A bind variables with distinct names.
4 Let τ 1 , τ 2 , . . . , τ n be all the subtypes of τ and let and for each positive integer i ≤ n let
and υ = υ 1 × υ 2 × · · · × υ n . Furthermore, for each positive integer j ≤ n, if there exists a positive integer k ≤ n such that τ k = τ j → τ i then define
Otherwise, if no such k exists, then define J j,i,τ = λa N→υ b N . 0 υi . Similarly, if there exist positive integers j ≤ n and k ≤ n such that τ i = τ j → τ k , then define
for each positive integer l ≤ n. Otherwise, if no such j and k exist, then define
Lemma 4.3. For all non-negative integers i and j,
Proof. The proof is by induction on j. The base case, when j = 0, is trivial. As the inductive hypothesis, suppose that
for some non-negative integer j. By the definition of A τ we have that
and by the definition of Cons υ we have that
Then, by the inductive hypothesis, is a term such that
whenever V ∈ F B and (λV. C) ∈ S A,e for some term C, then 
As the inductive hypothesis, let m be a non-negative integer and suppose, for all positive integers i ≤ n and all non-negative integers d, that if B τi is a member of S A,d such that B ⊘ A is less than or equal to m, then the statement of the theorem holds. Now consider any term B τi with T ⊢ B ⊘ A = m + 1 and such that B ∈ S A,d . By the same sort of reasoning as in the base case, we have that
Now, by Lemma 4.2 every subterm of B must have a type that is a subtype of τ and have free variables with types that are subtypes of τ . Hence, there are three possibilities: B τi is a variable,
We will consider each of these possibilities separately. First, if B is a variable then B ⊘ A = 0, e and there must exist a term C such that (λB. C) ∈ S A,e . In this case, 
is a term such that
whenever V ∈ F B and (λV. E) ∈ S A,e for some term E, then
whenever V ∈ F C and (λV. E) ∈ S A,e , and similarly for D. Hence, by the inductive hypothesis,
The final case to be considered is when B τi = λV τj . C τ k for some positive integers j ≤ n and k ≤ n. In this case, B ⊘ A = n + 1, C ⊘ A and
As in the previous case, it follows from the definition of Cantor's pairing function that C ⊘ A is less than or equal to m. So, by Lemma 4.3 we have that
And if for each positive integer l ≤ n, X
whenever V ∈ F B and (λV. D) ∈ S A,e for some term D, then
whenever V ∈ F C , (λV. D) ∈ S A,e , and l = j, because the free variables of type τ l in C are also the free variables of type τ l in B when l = j. But B has exactly one more bound variable of type τ j than C. Assume, without loss of generality, that this variable is z τj . Then,
whenever V ∈ F C and (λV. D) ∈ S A,e . It immediately follows from the inductive hypothesis and from the definition of L j,l that
and note that by Theorem 4.4
for all pure closed βη-normal forms A τ . The term E τ is said to be an enumerator for the pure closed βη-normal forms of type τ .
Type Reducibility
The following theorem asserts that each type τ is βη-reducible to the type (N → N → N) → N → N. Proof. See references [15, 4] .
In fact, in the context of the theory T we can prove a somewhat stronger theorem. The same argument applies to the subterms C and D themselves. Hence, A is a binary tree with leaves y and branching nodes x. Furthermore, each tree A can be assigned a numeral A by letting y = 0, and by letting x C D = S + C , D . Note that no two distinct trees are assigned numerals for the same non-negative integer. Now, for each type τ define 
Therefore, N τ A and N τ B have distinct βηT -normal forms because the βηT -normal form of N τ A is the numeral assigned to the tree in M τ A, and the βηT -normal form of N τ B is the numeral assigned to the tree in M τ B.
Functions of Pure Closed βη-Normal Forms
We have described two effective procedures for encoding pure closed βη-normal forms as non-negative integers. First, a pure closed βη-normal form A τ can be encoded as the non-negative integer n such that T ⊢ n = A ⊘ A. Note that no two distinct pure closed βη-normal forms are encoded as the same non-negative integer, since
Alternatively, A τ can be encoded as the non-negative integer n such that T ⊢ n = N τ A. It then follows from Theorem 5.1 no two distinct pure closed βη-normal forms are encoded as the same non-negative integer.
For any function f from pure closed βη-normal forms of type σ to pure closed βη-normal forms of type τ , define f U so that if f A σ = B τ then f U a = b where
We say that f V is the V-encoding of f . Note that the encodings U and V can both be understood in terms of Eršov morphisms [7] .
Theorem 6.1. Every function from pure closed βη-normal forms of type σ to pure closed βη-normal forms of type τ that can be defined in Gödel's theory T is encoded as a <ε 0 -recursive function of non-negative integers by the encoding U.
Proof. Suppose that a function f from pure closed βη-normal forms of type σ to pure closed βη-normal forms of type τ is defined by a closed term F σ→τ in the language of T . Then f U is defined by the closed term
of type N → N. But the closed terms of type N → N in the language of T define < ε 0 -recursive functions of non-negative integers [12, 17] . Therefore, f U is a < ε 0 -recursive function of non-negative integers.
Theorem 6.2. If f is a function from pure closed βη-normal forms of type σ to pure closed βη-normal forms of type τ , and if f is encoded as a < ε 0 -recursive function of non-negative integers by the encoding V, then f can be defined in Gödel's theory T .
Proof. Let f be a function from pure closed βη-normal forms of type σ to pure closed βη-normal forms of type τ , and suppose that f V is a <ε 0 -recursive function of non-negative integers. Then [13] , f V can be defined by a closed term G N→N in the language of T . It immediately follows that f is defined by the term
of type σ → τ .
Analogs of these theorems also hold for extensions of T , such as Spector's theory for bar recursion [14] . For example, let f be a function from pure closed βη-normal forms of type σ to pure closed βη-normal forms of type τ . If f can be defined in an extension of T , then f U can be defined in that extension of T . Similarly, if f V can be defined in an extension of T , then f can be defined in that extension of T .
We conclude by noting that if an enumerator E τ such that
for all pure closed terms A τ could be constructed in the theory T for each type τ , then the encodings U and V would be identical. Furthermore, Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 would imply that the functions from pure closed βη-normal forms of type σ to pure closed βη-normal forms of type τ that can be defined in T are exactly those functions that are encoded as <ε 0 -recursive functions of non-negative integers.
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